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Jim Burgin
Jim Burgin has taught with MSOM since 2010, and currently 
teaches Quality Management, Organizing for Change and 
Maintenance Management.  Jim is a retired USAF Lt Col with an 
Arkansas BSIE and an MBA.  Jim honed his leadership and 
teaching during his 22 year Air Force career through diverse 
assignments from flying fighter jets in Europe to commanding the 
Arctic Survival School in Fairbanks.  Since completing his military 
career, he has worked as a Quality Manager in manufacturing 
and as the Director of Maintenance Management for Tyson 
Foods.  Jim has certifications in LEAN manufacturing, Six-sigma 
and leadership.
TODAY’S PRESENTER
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Maintenance
More than grease under your fingernails
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Why is this important?
• Teach a class in Maintenance Management
• “Why would I ever want to take such a course?”
• Merely the vehicle to cover a bunch of Ops Management 
subjects
– Planning and scheduling
– Inventory management/supply chain
– Safety
– Project management
– Leadership and supervision
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Competitive Advantage
• “Jim, it’s only maintenance”
• $150K weekly in maintenance labor, parts and 
contractors
• More importantly
– Meeting customer expectations
– Not paying production to stand around
– No data gathering
• Cost center versus a profit center
• No Grease—applies to many activities
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Definition of Maintenance
the process of making sure that something 
continues in the same way or at the same level
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Hopefully you’ve been doing some
maintenance to combat this.
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• Run to failure
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Reactive, Breakdown, or Emergency
15
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Corrective or Preventive
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Run to Failure or Inspection
17
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Predictive Infrared Thermography
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Predictive Vibration Testing
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Taiichi Ohno “Learning to See”
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You’ve got Maintenance Help
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Learning to See
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Planning and Scheduling
• Industrial Ways—might be grease
• Are you a hirer or doer?
• May need checklists or smart phone pics
• You can find anything on the internet
• Can’t complete without parts and tools
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Parts and Tools
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Now where is that bearing?
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Parts and Tools
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Leadership and Supervision
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Documentation of Work Done
30
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Excellent, but simple systems
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Excellent, but simple systems
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Poor, but effective systems
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5 S—Sort 
Get rid of all unwanted, unnecessary and unrelated materials
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5 S—Sort
Nature Abhors a Vacuum 
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5 S—Set-in-Order
“A place for everything and everything in its place”
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5 S—Shine
Paint the floors white to show dirt, leaks, and hazards, and also 
brighten up the surroundings
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5 S—Standardize
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5 S—Sustain
“If I catch anyone putting anything in this area, it will be very 
bad!”
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Review
• Maintenance is a competitive advantage
• Technicians are changing
• Types of Maintenance
• Learning to See
• Planning and scheduling
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Question and Answer 
with Jim Burgin
Type your questions in the 
chat section of this session.
This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-NC
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M.S. OPERATIONS MANAGEMENT
AT A GLANCE:
• 100% Online (or live)
• In-State Tuition for Everyone!
• 10 Graduate Course Program (30 hours)
– Up to 4 prerequisite classes may be required
• Five 8-week Sessions Per Year
• Pair Master’s with Graduate Certificate with 
no extra hours required
• No GRE/GMAT required with 3.0 Bachelor's GPA
• Total Program Cost is $12,000 to $15,000 (depending on 
prereqs needed)
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Covid-19 Special Announcement:
Effective Fall 2020 term, at this time we are waiving the 
GRE for applicants with a 2.5-2.99 undergraduate GPA. 
Applicants with above a 3.0 GPA is automatically waived 
for any term.
Once GRE testing centers resume operations, the 
standard admissions requirements will go back into full 
effect.
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Earn a Graduate Certificate separately, 
or as part of your MSOM degree 
without additional coursework.
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THANKS FOR ATTENDING!
For information about our flexible degree program options, email 
Karin Hickenbotham kahicken@uark.edu
or visit operations-management.uark.edu
The video from today’s webinar will be available on our YouTube 
Channel, registered participants will receive an email with the 
video link.
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NEXT ONLINE SESSION:
• June 24, 2020 @ Noon CST
• MSOM Information Session
• Brief information session about our 
Master of Science and three graduate 
certificate programs
• Q & A with our staff 
• Learn about a new course rolling out in 
the fall!
